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TI66AK2L06 and ADC14X250 Example System Diagram
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TI66AK2L06 and ADC14X250 Example System Power Supply Diagram

Channel 1: 3.3V, 4A
Channel 2: 1.8V, 4A
Channel 3: 0.90V, 2A
Channel 4: 1.9V, 2A

Buck Converter
PMBUS Control
TPS65400

TI66AK2L06 SoC Power Nets
– 1.05V, 15A

Serdes Low Voltage (0.85V)
Super-Speed Supply (0.85V)
Super-Speed Supply (3.3V)
USB Digital Supply (3.3V)
DDR3A DLL Supply (1.8V)
Charge Pump 2 3.3V

ADC14X250 Power Nets
Analog 3.0 V
Analog 1.8 V
Analog 1.2 V

Note: Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant the accuracy or completeness of this specification or any information contained herein. Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant that the design will meet the specifications, will be suitable for your application or fit for any particular purpose, or will operate in an implementation. Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant that the design is evaluation worthy. You should completely validate and test your design implementation to confirm the system functionality for your application.
The diagram illustrates the system clocking for the TI66AK2L06 and ADC14X250 Example System. It shows the reference clocks for various components, including PLLs and other oscillators. The diagram also indicates the clock rates and connections between different modules. The example system is designed for optimized Radar System Design Using 66AK2L06 DSP+ARM® SoC and ADC14X250.

Key components and their clocks include:
- **TI66AK2L06 SoC Reference Clocks**: SYSCLK, CSISC2_0_CLK, DEVCLK, SDCLKout_0, SDCLKout_1, SDCLKout_5, DCLKout_1, DCLKout_4, DCLKout_6.
- **ADC14X250 Reference Clocks**: SYSREF, ADC Sampling Clock, REF Clock, JESD204B SYSREF.
- **CDCM6208 v2 Reference Clocks**: DCLKout_0, DCLKout_1, DCLKout_4, 156.25 MHz, 100 MHz, 100 MHz.
- **SPI Control Reference Clocks**: Y0, Y1, Y2, Y3, OSG, 110 MHz, 110 MHz, 110 MHz.
- **PCI Express SERDES Clocks**: PCIECLK, PCIe Clock, PCIe Reference Clock, 100 MHz, 100 MHz.
- **JESD204B SERDES Clocks**: 4.9125Gbps, 122.88 MHz, 122.88 MHz, 122.88 MHz.
- **JESD204B Reference Clocks**: JESD204B SYSREF, DFESYSREF, 245.76 MHz.
- **DSM Clocks**: 32.768KHz XO, 16MHz XO, 19.2MHz TCXO, 25MHz TCXO.
- **USB Clocks**: USBCLK, USB Clock, 100 MHz, 100 MHz, 100 MHz.
K2L Reset and Core Configuration

K2L Core Reference Clock Inputs

For schematic and layout recommendations and requirements see the K2L product page listed below.

TI 66AK21.06 Product Page

For K2L BOOTMODE and RESET pins mastered by Boot Manager Controller (microcontroller) not shown here.

AC-coupling is necessary.

K2L PLLLOCK monitored by System Controller (microcontroller) not shown here.

K2L BOOTCOMPLETE monitored by System Controller (microcontroller) not shown here.
K2L Boot-Config, I2C, SPI, UART, Timer, and USIM

Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant the accuracy or completeness of this specification or any information contained therein. Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant that this design will meet the specifications, will be suitable for your application or fit for any particular purpose, or will operate in an implementation. You should completely validate and test your design implementation to confirm the system functionality for your application.
JESD204B SERDES shall be routed according to DFE User Guide.

JESD204B SYSREF and SYNC shall be utilized according to DFE User Guide.

The Keystone 2 SERDES User Guide is necessary.

External bias or termination network is not necessary.
For schematic and layout recommendations and requirements see the ADC14X250 product page linked below.

TI ADC14X250 Product Page

ADC Power Pins and Decoupling Capacitors

*Decoupling caps shall be placed as close to ADC power pins as possible. Use minimum via dog bones (see next page) to ensure lowest possible mounting inductance.

Each VAD1.2 pin should include a 0.1uF and 0.01uF capacitor

Each VAD1.8 pin should include a 0.1uF and 0.01uF capacitor

Each BP2.5 pin should include a 0.1uF and 0.01uF capacitor

Each VAD2.0 pin should include a 0.1uF and 0.01uF capacitor

The ADC14x250 thermal pad (PIN0) provides thermal dissipation for the ADC. Please ensure layout includes ground-stitching vias to create a good thermal coupling between the ADC GND pad and the PCB GND layers.
ADC Input, JESD204B Interface, SPI and Discrete I/O Control

ADC input signal conditioning (bias, op-amps, etc) is not shown here. The input circuit required is application and system specific. Please see ADC14X250 datasheet, application notes and user guides for specific requirements.

ADC common-mode input voltage can be optionally supplied from on-die regulator or externally supplied VCM pin.

For schematic and input recommendations and requirements see the ADC14X250 product page linked below.

TI ADC14X250 Product Page
LMK04828 Decoupling Capacitors

LMK04828 decoupling shall be placed as close to the IC package as possible. See LMK04828 datasheet and EVM for example decoupling layout.
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